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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The E92 i was the first 3 Series model produced
with a turbocharged petrol engine. Cars with run-flats are not equipped with a spare tyre.
Introduced in , [2] it uses the BMW S65 naturally aspirated V8 engine and was produced in
sedan, coupe and convertible body styles. The design for the fifth generation 3 Series was
frozen in mid, approximately 30 months before the start of production. The range was
introduced in March for MY with the sedan and wagon body styles. Production of the E90
concluded after the model year, succeeded by the F30 for Trim levels typically were similar to
the E90 sedan, however the M3 wasn't produced in the wagon body style. Several markets
outside Europe only offered a small subset of models in the wagon body style. In the United
States and Canada, the only wagon model available prior to was the xi, [13] and then the i and xi
from onwards. These include the tail-light design L-shaped on the coupe , more steeply angled
headlights and smaller side windows. For later generations, these body styles are marketed as
the 4 Series. The E93 convertible was BMW's first model to use a retractable hardtop folding
metal roof , instead of the cloth roof as previously used. The E93 was one of first retractable
hardtops in its price range. The E93's side windows are 30 percent larger than its E46
convertible predecessor, resulting in a 38 percent increase in visibility. Official specifications
are as follows: [22]. At the front, MacPherson struts with an aluminum hub carrier and aluminum
dual lower links forming a virtual pivot point are used. This design was previously used on all 5,
7 and 8 series BMW models. The rear suspension is a 5-link Multi-link suspension , with
fabricated steel subframe, fabricated steel control arms, and cast iron carrier. There have been
49 original wheel styles produced for this model. Optional features some of which are standard
on higher models include Xenon headlamps, automatic climate control, parking sensors ,
power-adjustable seats, satellite navigation, glass sunroof, heated front seats, Bluetooth and
USB audio input. Optional equipment could be ordered individually or combined into packages.
Optional interior colours, known as BMW Individual, were also available at extra cost. The
contents of the 'Premium Package' varies according to model year and market. The B3 was
powered by turbocharged 6-cylinder petrol engine and the D3 was powered by a turbocharged
4-cylinder diesel engine. Its position in the model lineup was between the regular i and the M3,
and approximately 4, units were produced. The is uses a higher performance version of the N54
engine, which increases boost from 8. Transmission options were a 7-speed double clutch
transmission DCT with launch control or a 6-speed manual transmission. The manual
transmission has an upgraded clutch compared to the regular i. Other changes compared to the
i include stiffer engine mounts, a higher-flow exhaust system, an upgraded cooling system, a
different steering wheel, sport seats and "is" badging on dash and in the instrument cluster. In
September , the facelift LCI versions of the sedan and wagon were released for the model year.
Styling changes included front and rear bumpers, wing mirrors, headlights, taillights, boot lid,
wider kidney grilles and revised crease lines for the bonnet. The new xDrive models received
xDrive badges on the bumper and both the right and left sides right below the side marker
lamps. For the interior, crash-activated head restraints were added to the front seats, the

optional "Professional" navigation system was updated, iDrive was updated and the resolution
of the display was increased. For the model year, [47] the Sport, Lifestyle and Exclusive Edition
were introduced for sedan and wagon models. The d wagon model was added, as was the d
EfficientDynamics Edition sedan. Mechanical changes included compliance with the EU5
emission standard, EU6 emission compliance optional for the d and d models, power increases
for the d, d, d and d models, the N54 engine in the i being replaced by N55 engine, and
additional features for BMW ConnectedDrive. The Euro NCAP noted the poor pedestrian
protection awarding 4 points out of 36, reporting the 3 Series was "very disappointing" in this
measure. The 3 Series received "Good" marks in all six of the frontal crash test categories, [50]
and "Good" marks in six of the nine categories in the side impact test. The convertible is rated
"Marginal" in side impacts, [52] making the 3 Series convertible the lowest rated vehicle
currently sold in its class in IIHS tests. In November , BMW recalled , 3 Series cars from model
years â€”11 with climate control system electronic components at risk of overheating, due to a
faulty blower motor. In , Norbert Reithofer and Development Chief Burkhard Goeschel started an
initiative to halve the time it took to reach full production of the next generation 3 Series from
six months to three. First marketed in March , the car quickly became BMW Group's best-selling
car worldwide, and by the end of the year , vehicles had been delivered. The E90 marked the
15th consecutive year that the 3 Series was named on Car and Driver's 10Best. Units sold
according to BMW's annual reports: [74]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact executive car D. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. I bought a car for my daughter at this place. It was a very
pleasant experience. Bryan and his dad Gaylon were very nice people. Thanks for the great sale
experience. The guys at Ark are great. Top notch job, not pushy and fair prices. Will definitely
use them again when I need another vehicle. Car was incorrectly listed manual transmission
vehicle listed as an automatic , which was weird, but whatever, I'm looking for a manual. Rep I
spoke with was rude. Further, had to apply for financing elsewhere, as they do NOT work with
the companies listed. Wont contact again. An absolute delight working with him. The car was as
described, and priced very well. I purchased the car and was in and out in 30 minutes! A true
good guy for the industry. Very helpful. Took me on a test ride to let me re-aclimate to a 5
speed. Just awesome. Great dealer! Marcin was very nice, not your usual pushy person, very
honest! If I need another car I will come back to Skyline. Dealer quoted full advertised price and
made no attempt at negotiating a reasonable deal on a commonly available car. Will go back to
previous car buying technique. Prices significantly higher than other quotes. I received an
email, got the info I needed but will probably not purchase the vehicle. I buy this vehicule, the
manager David? I don't remember his name he is a good person I could make business with him
again, buy the young guy there, he need more experience in all ways. Other than that good
experience. Called back the day after I contacted and emailed me the info on the car I was

looking at. I recommend you to buy your dream car with sc enthusiast they are amazing friendly
people Jason was awesome and rich did everything he can so I could get my car I wanted. I just
did not want to have 8 cylander I did everything online and just picked up the car! It's perfect
and the price was less than the car is valued for! I already have equity! The entire sales team is
so nice and friendly!! Highly recommend this dealership, definitely worth the drive!! Dealer
responded. Truck did not fit our needs, end of conversation. Which is fine. A great experience.
My salesperson Frank was cool , no pushy sales pitch which was one of the reasons I made the
purchase. Very thorough and pleasant. I recommend this dealership to anyone searching for a
quality vehicle. Sean and his son Pedram were wonderful. There was no pressure and they were
patient and tried very hard to help with creative financing for a difficult situation. The car was in
very good shape when we test drove it. They helped with the radio code. They answered all
questions and tried to explain any issues and offered to fix any problems that came up for
wholesale prices. Seemed to be very honest and caring and worked well with us. Dealer was not
very helpful. Before I drive 2 hrs to look at a car, I like as much info as possible. Dealer gave
short one word answers. I wasn't happy with the financials on getting the car. The way he
explained it it seemed they we asking for too much on a down payment while the monthly
payment would still be in the high 's. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. My BMW d is 6 years old with , miles. Other than normal wear maintenance
and upkeep I have had absolutely no issues. I will continue to be a loyal BMW buyer in the
future. The three series is a good combination of great engineering driving satisfaction sporty
with a little bit of luxury. BMW stands up to its reputation of the ultimate driv Read more. I drove
a Dodge, and a Chevy, before driving this car not my first bimmer btw and they are NOT
problem-free vehicles ei Overall I think this is a nice model year. Why Use CarGurus? A majority
of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the
past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These
charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a
rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the
engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more
about car Reliability. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with
this vehicle. Replaced compressor". It required complete replacement. I have to recharge times

a season". AC Doesn't work. Filter needs to be changed again. Car smells like a barn".
Automatic climate control module was changed unnecessarily because dealer mis-diagnosed
problem with heating system". After the warranty ran out. Dealer ordered a new motor and is
replacing the motor as well as cleaning and adding new coolant to the AC system. I chose not to
repair it and am now looking to buy a new vehicle. Likely another BMW. I also anticipate having
to replace brake pads soon as well, thus the motivation to replace. The repair was done by the
dealer, and required removal of the dashboard. The dashboard was not replaced properly which
led to erratic operation of the ignition button. This required a trip back to the dealer for
correction. Although the second repair was at no cost, it did incur significant inconvenience to
me. It's behind the dash. Freon leakage. AC core needed to be switched out. Dealership found
leak in evaporator. Started leaking at miles. An evaporator shouldn't go out this early. It was
covered under warranty but it was inconvenient and ridiculous that a 47k car should have a
problem like that so early. I had to endure the fact that the BMW dealership said they had to
recharge the system and then if it failed again then they would pursue to find the leak. It did and
I had to endure the hot day and the problem of coming back to the dealer a second time instead
of them finding out what the source of the leak was the first time I can in tell you I will not buy
another BMW because of this foolishness. Was inside the cabin, behind the dash, and was very
expensive to fix". Dealer diagnosed evaporator leak. Problem fixed. Dealer supplied loaner car
and also detailed interior to remove smell as well as using FrigiFresh as system deodorizer.
Dealer tried changing engine thermostat - no improvement. Next tried changing control module
- no improvement. Lousy diagnostic skills". Was under extended warranty so BMW repaired it
without any issues. Required extensive repair". Currently using an electronic trace to identify
where the leak is. Not at a BMW dealership". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. All fuel injectors and park plugs had to be
replaced". I fix with a chevron glass treatment". Previously changed but leaking again after a
year. It started with an acrid oil smell while driving inside the vehicle. One repair shop was
unable to find the problem. A second repair shop found and fixed it. They said it is common in
high mileage BMW's of this generation. This problem took about one year to solve and was
solved by changing repair shops. For instance, the valve cover gasket was failing and led to
burnt smells coming into the cabin from vents. The high cost for repair was also driven by
servicing at a dealer. I never noticed oil on driveway nor did I add any oil due to this weeping it
was that minor in nature. Most people would not have bothered to repair the leaks. The VANOS
sensor located under the valve cover did require replacing the "Other" problem I noted so when
that work was done a new valve cover which I'm told is plastic and will deform over time and
new valve cover gasket was also done. No previous issues with leaks. There are other annoying
issues - windshield wiper leak, seatbelt sensor in front passenger seat goes off randomly. When
I unlock my car, it makes an odd sound now. The gasket was replaced without any further
problem. This was not an unexpected event after 87, miles driven. Replaced a camshaft
solenoid in the process. Moderate expense to replace". Needed to be replaced". Car is 10 years
old, we live with it. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery,
battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor
failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It took only two bolts and a clip to removed and all of 15
minutes to replace. The cost and labour for this repair by BMW was unacceptable. Considering
it was a simple fix and this is a known problem the same 5 series had a manufacture recall but
not the 3 series it shoul". Way too expensive". Big bucks to repair it". Complete taillight
replacement". Dealer fixed and reset, but not clear on actual problem. One side's low beams
intermittently aim too low, giving poor nighttime visibility". Second time in 5 years". Had to
replace both of the headlights since you cannot replace only one". The bulb was a few dollars,
but it was over an hour in labor to gain access to the area where the light is located". BMW
replaced it under warranty". Car has to be opened manually". Dealer can't fix". This only happen
once". I had brought it up to the dealer on every service. They would reset and tell me there
were no codes and the light would come right back on. I had to request good will warranty to
have the engine light diagnosed and repaired. This resulted in BMW keeping my car for almost 2
months to repair various components including the turbo. Dealer failed to tell me it was on a
recall. Took four months of calling to get a refund. This had something to do with the urea
system". They don't have this problem in other countries because the corn lobby does not force
petroleum companies to use a problematic additive. High pressure fuel pump failed twice and
replaced twice. Five of the six fuel injectors replaced and just about 6 months ago all six
injectors replaced again and I had to pay half of the cost. Various related sensors replaced".
Easy fix and the problem was resolved. Fuel injectors replaced twice. Sensors were replaced at
no cost by Dealer. Loaner car supplied. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,

wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Had to be
replaced". Replaced both rear shocks and right rear upper center control arm. That they lasted ,
miles is excellent! Never had strut failure on any vehicle. BMW should be ashamed". BMW
dealer unable to give solution. In each instance, they triggered DTC, which made the car
dangerous to drive. Worse, dealer spent weeks just trying to diagnose the DTC problem - finally
found it was a wheel bearing. And expensive! Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. It is an
annoyance, but not a safety issue. Repaired under warranty". Took it in for service with the
dealer's service center. They said there was no problem. Problems persisted over the winter
and I took it in again and then they found sensor malfunction". Spark plugs were also changed".
The car had to be towed back to the dealer for diagnosis and repair. Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Apparently this is a known BMW defect;
electric cooling fan fails between and miles". Car lost power and unable to drive. Seized and
engine warning lights indicated don't drive the vehicle. No warning except lost heat in the cabin
a few hours earlier". Fortunately I was able to roll over to a safe location. There is no water
temperature gauge on the car, only oil temperature, so there was no way to know car was
overheating till engine power cut out. Seems dang". Had to be towed. Not a biggie, I was in
town, close to home. Occurred on lonely section of Interstate. Antilock system ABS , parking
brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
Diagnostics showed fault 5E34 for wheel speed air gap. Found debris on magnetic sensor for
left rear, causing issue. Both rear wheel speed sensors were cleaned, and faults were cleared.
No subsequent issues with this problem. They did not cause a problem while driving". Cost ".
Factory warranty covered fixes and no problem with wear since then". Fixed by dealer". Engine
rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or
timing belt. This quieted a clattering noise that could be heard at idle". Had to replace
windshield sealer. If my car has been sitting outside in the sun, this is an issue. If there is a
manufactures recommended repair bulletin, could you please tell me how to obtain it to have it
fixed. It is such an annoying noise for a such a beautiful automobile. Note: It is an automobile,
NOT a car". Was told by BMW that the size and design of the side view mirrors has caused this
problem. They couldn't fix it". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and
exterior trim or moldings, rust. I replaced it myself. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. You can have the radio removed and
have an aftermarket company fix it but again a car that is 47k new hsouldn't have that kind of a
problem. Poor worksmanship. This suddenly stoped working about 2 years ago. In order to get
it looked at they have to do a complete diagnostic on the electronics and radio. Not sure why
they cannot just take a look a the the connection at the jackleg to see if is just lost connection.
But it seem more involved and costly than it s worth to me as I still use my iPod connector".
This was a must fix due to the new "hands-free" law in VT". Nothing they can do to fix it". The
error code was thrown because the brake fluid needed to be replaced before the interval shown
on the service display in the car. Dealer took four visits to find the DTC problem and identified
as a wheel bearing failure and not a s". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate,
hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible
top. This is related to how the pillar and windshield are sealed at that point. Dealer was reluctant
to correct this problem under warranty. A new roof was ordered fro Germany and was covered
under our Secure-Drive extended warranty". When I used the window control to close the rear
window it continued to open. It wa a rainy day was fortunate to get it in to the dealers that day.
Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. Both times the solution required a minimal fix". Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Reactivate now to get the information you
were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer
care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me.
Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New
Used Many people think of the 3 Series as the quintessential sport sedan. The smooth and
quick i is a delight to drive, with a refined powertrain, agile handling and a firm, yet supple and
controlled ride. Fit and finish are excellent, but the cabin is snug. A stronger engine improves
acceleration and still manages good fuel economy, but seat revisions reduced comfort. There
are 7 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots.
Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall
Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body

Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Automatic climate control module was
changed unnecessarily because dealer mis-diagnosed problem with heating system" William H.
Was inside the cabin, behind the dash, and was very expensive to fix" Warren M. Lousy
diagnostic skills" William H. Required extensive repair" James L. Needed to be replaced" Stuart
R. Considering it was a simple fix and this is a known problem the same 5 series had a
manufacture recall but not the 3 series it shoul" Anonymous, ON BMW 3 Series d 3. The bulb
was a few dollars, but it was over an hour in labor to gain access to the area where the light is
located" David K. Dealer can't fix" Benjamin L. This had something to do with the urea system"
Harry H. Various related sensors replaced" Peter B. Alignment "Because the vehicle is an AWD,
all 4 wheels must be aligned at the same time. BMW should be ashamed" Daniel M. Alternator
"The alternator bearing starting making noise after only miles so the alternator had to be
replaced" R F. Repaired under warranty" Steven S. Spark plugs were also changed" Jeffrey M.
Cooling fan "Electric cooling fan failed at approximately miles. Apparently this is a known BMW
defect; electric cooling fan fails between and miles" Charles F. No warning except lost heat in
the cabin a few hours earlier" David Z. Factory warranty covered fixes and no problem with wear
since then" D G. Air or water leaks "Water at driver's window interface with convertible roof"
Daniel P. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Rubber and metal gasket around front window
cosmetic deteriorated and began to disintegrate. Dealer took four visits to find the DTC problem
and identified as a wheel bearing failure and not a s" Robert L. Convertible top "top folds into
trunk Transmission leaks "discovered leaks twice. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models.
Similar Cars. Acura TSX. Audi A4. BMW 3 Series. Infiniti G. This score shows whether the model
had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the
total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. An inflator explosion
may result in sharp metal fragments striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious
injury or death. Read Recall Details. These inflators may explode due to propellant degradation
occurring after long-term exposure to high absolute humidity, high temperatures, and high
temperature cycling. What should you do:. BMW will notify owners, and dealers will replace the
driver air bag. On X5 and X6 vehicles, only the inflator will be replaced. All repairs will be
performed free of charge. The recall began March 11, Owners may contact BMW customer
service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. A loss of electrical power can
cause the vehicle to stall, increasing the risk of a crash. The connection of the positive battery
cable at the fuse box terminal may degrade, resulting in an intermittent loss of electrical power.
BMW will notify owners, and dealers will replace and secure the positive battery cable
connector, free of charge. The recall began August 14, Note: This recall is an expansion of a
previous recall, number 18V An electrical short can cause the parts within the PCV valve to
melt, increasing the risk of a fire, even when the vehicle is not in use. The heater for the positive
crankcase ventilation PCV valve may short circuit. Interim letters were mailed on November 27,
Owners will receive a second notification by the end of October Wiring that overheats could
cause the electrical connectors to melt, and increase the risk of a fire, even when the vehicle is
unattended. The wiring and electrical connectors for the system that controls air flow for the
heating and air conditioning system may overheat. BMW will notify owners, and dealers will
replace the wiring and electrical connectors, free of charge. Owners will receive a second notice
when the remedy becomes available. In the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the
driver's frontal air bag, the inflator could rupture with metal fragments striking the driver or
other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Upon deployment of the driver's frontal air
bag, excessive internal pressure may cause the inflator to rupture. BMW will notify owners, and
dealers will replace the driver's frontal air bag module or inflator depending on the vehicle
model, free of charge. The recall began March 9, If there is a loss of electrical power to the
vehicle, the vehicle may unexpectedly stall, increasing the risk of a crash. BMW is recalling
certain model year 1-Series coupes and convertibles manufactured December through
September ; and 3-Series coupes and convertibles manufactured March through October ;
3-Series sedans manufactured March through October ; 3-Series sports wagons manufactured
March through June ; and Z4 vehicles manufactured March through June In February , BMW
recalled , vehicles. In July , BMW informed the agency that it was adding 1-Series, 3-Series, and
Z4 vehicles, representing an additional 12, vehicles. The total number of vehicles being recalled
is now , The connector for the positive battery cable connector and the corresponding terminal

on the fuse box may degrade over time. Over time, the high current flow and heat from electrical
resistance may lead to a breakage of the connection, and a loss of electrical power to the
vehicle. BMW will notify owners, and dealers will replace the positive battery cable connector
and secure it with an im
2000 passat gls
2002 suzuki forenza
taurus belt diagram
proved method, free of charge. The recall began on March 13, This condition could cause the
fan motor to become inoperative, or cause the motor circuit board in the assembly to overheat,
potentially leading to a fire in the engine compartment. This recall involves aftermarket parts
sold by Valeo. A metal-oxide semiconductor may overheat due to insufficient screwing of the
semiconductor on the aluminum heat sink. This primary failure could cause adjacent
components on the fan assembly motor circuit board to overheat and short. Valeo will notify
owners and replace the fans free of charge. The safety recall began on August 22, This recall is
being conducted by Valeo, not by BMW. For further information, owners may contact Valeo at
Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

